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ABSTRACT
Previous work on tabulation hashing by Pǎtraşcu and Thorup from

STOC’11 on simple tabulation and from SODA’13 on twisted tabu-

lation offered Chernoff-style concentration bounds on hash based

sums, e.g., the number of balls/keys hashing to a given bin, but

under some quite severe restrictions on the expected values of

these sums. The basic idea in tabulation hashing is to view a key as

consisting of c = O (1) characters, e.g., a 64-bit key as c = 8 charac-

ters of 8-bits. The character domain Σ should be small enough that

character tables of size |Σ| fit in fast cache. The schemes then use

O (1) tables of this size, so the space of tabulation hashing isO ( |Σ|).
However, the concentration bounds by Pǎtraşcu and Thorup only

apply if the expected sums are≪ |Σ|.
To see the problem, consider the very simple case where we use

tabulation hashing to throw n balls intom bins and want to analyse

the number of balls in a given bin. With their concentration bounds,

we are fine if n =m, for then the expected value is 1. However, if

m = 2, as when tossing n unbiased coins, the expected value n/2 is
≫ |Σ| for large data sets, e.g., data sets that do not fit in fast cache.

To handle expectations that go beyond the limits of our small

space, we need a much more advanced analysis of simple tabulation,

plus a new tabulation technique that we call tabulation-permutation
hashing which is at most twice as slow as simple tabulation. No

other hashing scheme of comparable speed offers similar Chernoff-

style concentration bounds.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Theory of computation → Pseudorandomness and deran-
domization; Data structures design and analysis; Sketching and
sampling.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Chernoff’s concentration bounds [13] date back to the 1950s but

bounds of this types go even further back to Bernstein in the

1920s [8]. Originating from the area of statistics they are now one

of the most basic tools of randomized algorithms [36]. A canonical

form considers the sum X =
∑n
i=1 Xi of independent random vari-

ables X1, . . . ,Xn ∈ [0, 1]. Writing µ = E [X ] it holds for any ε ≥ 0

that

Pr[X ≥ (1 + ε )µ] ≤ exp(−µ C (ε )) (1)

≤ exp(−ε2µ/3) for ε ≤ 1,

and for any 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1

Pr[X ≤ (1 − ε )µ] ≤ exp(−µ C (−ε )) (2)

≤ exp(−ε2µ/2).

Here C : (−1,∞) → [0,∞) is given by C (x ) = (x + 1) ln(x + 1) − x ,

so exp(−C (x )) = ex
(1+x ) (1+x )

. Textbook proofs of (1) and (2) can be

found in [36, §4]
1
. Writing σ 2 = Var [X ], a more general bound is

that for any t ≥ 0,

Pr[|X − µ | ≥ t] ≤ 2 exp(−σ 2C (t/σ 2)) (3)

≤ 2 exp(−(t/σ )2/3) for t ≤ σ 2.

Since σ 2 ≤ µ and C (−ε ) ≤ 1.5C (ε ) for ε ≤ 1, (3) is at least as good

as (1) and (2), up to constant factors, and often better. In this work,

we state our results in relation to (3), known as Bennett’s inequality

[7].

Hashing is another fundamental tool of randomized algorithms

dating back to the 1950s [24]. A random hash function, h : U → R,

1
The bounds in [36, §4] are stated as working only for Xi ∈ {0, 1}, but the proofs can
easily handle any Xi ∈ [0, 1].
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assigns a hash value, h(x ) ∈ R, to every key x ∈ U . Here bothU and

R are typically bounded integer ranges. The original application

was hash tables with chaining where x is placed in bin h(x ), but
today, hash functions are ubiquitous in randomized algorithms. For

instance, they play a fundamental role in streaming and distributed

settings where a system uses a hash function to coordinate the

random choices for a given key. In most applications, we require

concentration bounds for one of the following cases of increasing

generality.

(1) Let S ⊆ U be a set of balls and assign to each ball, x ∈ S , a
weight,wx ∈ [0, 1]. We wish to distribute the balls of S into

a set of bins R = [m] = {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1}. For a bin, y ∈ [m],

X =
∑
x ∈S wx · [h(x ) = y] is then the total weight of the

balls landing in bin y.
(2) We may instead be interested in the total weight of the balls

with hash values in the interval [y1,y2) for somey1,y2 ∈ [m],

that is, X =
∑
x ∈S wx · [y1 ≤ h(x ) < y2].

(3) More generally, we may consider a fixed value function
v : U × R → [0, 1]. For each key x ∈ U , we define the ran-

dom variable Xx = v (x ,h(x )), where the randomness of Xx
stems from that of h(x ). We write X =

∑
x ∈U v (x ,h(x )) for

the sum of these values.

To exemplify applications, the first case is common when trying to

allocate resources; the second case arises in streaming algorithms;

and the third case handles the computation of a complicated statistic,

X , on incoming data. In each case, we wish the variable X to be

concentrated around its mean, µ = E [X ], according to the Chernoff-

style bound of (3). If we had fully random hashing, this would

indeed be the case. However, storing a fully random hash function

is infeasible. The goal of this paper is to obtain such concentration

with a practical constant-time hash function. More specifically, we

shall construct hash functions that satisfy the following definition

when X is a random variable as in one of the three cases above.

Definition 1 (Strong Concentration). Let h : [u]→ [m] be a hash

function, S ⊆ [u] be a set of hash keys of size n = |S |, and X =
X (h, S ) be a random variable, which is completely determined by h
and S . Denote by µ = E [X ] and σ 2 = Var [X ] the expectation and

variance of X . We say that X is strongly concentrated with added
error probability f (u,n,m) if for every t > 0,

Pr [
��X − µ�� ≥ t] ≤ O

(
exp

(
−Ω(σ 2C (t/σ 2)

))
+ f (u,n,m). (4)

Throughout the paper we shall prove properties of random vari-

ables that are determined by some hash function. In many cases, we

would like these properties to continue to hold while conditioning

the hash function on its value on some hash key.

Definition 2 (Query Invariant). Let h : [u]→ [m] be a hash func-

tion, letX = X (h) be a random variable determined by the outcome

of h, and suppose that some property T is true of X . We say that

the property is query invariant if whenever we choose x ∈ [u] and
y ∈ [m] and consider the hash function h′ = (h |h(x ) = y), i.e., h
conditioned on h(x ) = y, property T is true of X ′ = X (h′).

Remark. For example, consider the case (1) from above. We are

interested in the random variable X =
∑
x ∈S wx · [h(x ) = y].

Suppose that for every choice of weights, (wx )x ∈S , X is strongly

concentrated and that this concentration is query invariant. Let

x0 ∈ [u] be a distinguished query key. Then since for every

y0 ∈ [m], the hash function h′ = (h |h(x0) = y0) satisfies that
X ′ =

∑
x ∈S wx · [h

′(x ) = y0] is strongly concentrated, it follows

thatX ′′ =
∑
x ∈S wx · [h(x ) = h(x0)] is strongly concentrated. Thus,

h allows us to get Chernoff-style concentration on the weight of

the balls landing in the same bin as x0.
This may be generalized such that in the third case from above,

the weight function may be chosen as a function of h(x0). Thus,
the property of being query invariant is very powerful. It is worth

noting that the constants of the asymptotics may change when

conditioning on a query. Furthermore, the expected value and vari-

ance of X ′ may differ from that of X , but this is included in the

definition.

One way to achieve Chernoff-style bounds in all of the above

cases is through the classic k-independent hashing framework of

Wegman and Carter [47]. The random hash function h : U →
R is k-independent if for any k distinct keys x1, . . . ,xk ∈ U ,

(h(x1), . . . ,h(xk )) is uniformly distributed in Rk . Schmidt and

Siegel [42] have shown that with k-independence, the above Cher-
noff bounds hold with an added error probability decreasing expo-

nentially in k . Unfortunately, a lower bound by Siegel [43] implies

that evaluating a k-independent hash function takes Ω(k ) time

unless we use a lot of space (to be detailed later).

Pǎtraşcu and Thorup have shown that Chernoff-style bounds

can be achieved in constant time with tabulation based hashing

methods; namely simple tabulation [38] for the first case described

above and twisted tabulation [41] for all cases. However, their

results suffer from some severe restrictions on the expected value,

µ, of the sum. More precisely, the speed of these methods relies

on using space small enough to fit in fast cache, and the Chernoff-

style bounds [38, 41] all require that µ is much smaller than the

space used. For larger values of µ, Pǎtraşcu and Thorup [38, 41]

offered someweaker bounds with a deviation that was off by several

logarithmic factors. It can be shown that some of these limitations

are inherent to simple and twisted tabulation. For instance, they

cannot even reliably distribute balls intom = 2 bins, as described

in the first case above, if the expected number of balls in each bin

exceeds the space used.

In this paper, we construct and analyse a new family of fast hash

functions tabulation-permutation hashing that has Chernoff-style

concentration bounds like (3) without any restrictions on µ. This
generality is important if building a general online system with no

knowledge of future input. Later, we shall give concrete examples

from streaming where µ is in fact large. Our bounds hold for all

of the cases described above and all possible inputs. Furthermore,

tabulation-permutation hashing is an order of magnitude faster

than any other known hash function with similar concentration

bounds, and almost as fast as simple and twisted tabulation. We

demonstrate this both theoretically and experimentally. Stepping

back, our main theoretical contribution lies in the field of analy-

sis of algorithms, and is in the spirit of Knuth’s analysis of linear

probing [29], which shows strong theoretical guarantees for a very

practical algorithm. We show that tabulation-permutation hashing

has strong theoretical Chernoff-style concentration bounds. More-

over, on the practical side, we perform experiments, summarized

in Table 1, demonstrating that it is comparable in speed to some
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of the fastest hash functions in use, none of which provide similar

concentration bounds.

When talking about hashing in constant time, the actual size of

the constant is of crucial importance. First, hash functions typically

execute the same instructions on all keys, in which case we always

incur the worst-case running time. Second, hashing is often an

inner-loop bottle-neck of data processing. Third, hash functions

are often applied in time-critical settings. Thus, even speedups by

a multiplicative constant are very impactful. As an example from

the Internet, suppose we want to process packets passing through

a high-end Internet router. Each application only gets very limited

time to look at the packet before it is forwarded. If it is not done

in time, the information is lost. Since processors and routers use

some of the same technology, we never expect to have more than a

few instructions available. Slowing down the Internet is typically

not an option. The papers of Krishnamurthy et al. [30] and Thorup

and Zhang [46] explain in more detail how high speed hashing is

necessary for their Internet traffic analysis. Incidentally, our hash

function is a bit faster than the ones from [30, 46], which do not

provide Chernoff-style concentration bounds.

Some concrete examples of applications of our new hash-family

may be found in [1], where it is shown that certain classic streaming

algorithms enjoy very substantial speed-ups when implemented

using tabulation-permutation hashing; namely the original similar-

ity estimation of Broder [9] and the estimation of distinct elements

of Bar-Yossef et al. [6]. The strong concentration bounds makes

the use of independent repetitions unnecessary, allowing the im-

plementations of the algorithms to be both simpler and faster. We

stress that in high-volume streaming algorithms, speed is of critical

importance.

Tabulation-permutation hashing builds on top of simple tabula-

tion hashing, and to analyse it, we require a new and better under-

standing of the behaviour and inherent limitations of simple tabula-

tion, which we proceed to describe. Afterwards we break these lim-

itations by introducing our new powerful tabulation-permutation

hashing scheme.

We omit almost every proof, but they can be found in the full

version of this paper [2].

1.1 Simple Tabulation Hashing
Simple tabulation hashing dates back to Zobrist [48]. In simple tab-

ulation hashing, we consider the key domainU to be of the form

U = Σc for some character alphabet Σ and c = O (1), such that each

key consists of c characters of Σ. Letm = 2
ℓ
be given and identify

[m] = {0, 1, . . . ,m−1} with [2]ℓ . A simple tabulation hash function,

h : Σc → [m], is then defined as follows. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , c}
store a fully random character table hj : Σ→ [m] mapping charac-

ters of the alphabet Σ to ℓ-bit hash values. To evaluate h on a key

x = (x1, . . . ,xc ) ∈ Σc , we compute h(x ) = h1 (x1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ hc (xc ),
where ⊕ denotes bitwise XOR – an extremely fast operation. With

character tables in cache, this scheme is the fastest known 3-

independent hashing scheme [38]. We will denote by u = |U | the
size of the key domain, identify U = Σc with [u], and always as-

sume the size of the alphabet, |Σ|, to be a power of two. For instance,
we could consider 32-bit keys consisting of four 8-bit characters.

For a given computer, the best choice of c in terms of speed is easily

determined experimentally once and for all, and is independent of

the problems considered.

Let S ⊆ U and consider hashing n = |S | weighted balls or keys

intom = 2
ℓ
bins using a simple tabulation function, h : [u]→ [m],

in line with the first case mentioned above. We prove the following

theorem.

Theorem 1. Let h : [u]→ [m] be a simple tabulation hash func-
tion with [u] = Σc , c = O (1). Let S ⊆ [u] be given of size n = |S |
and assign to each key/ball x ∈ S a weightwx ∈ [0, 1]. Let y ∈ [m],
and define X =

∑
x ∈S wx · [h(x ) = y] to be the total weight of the

balls hashing to bin y. Then for any constant γ > 0, X is strongly
concentrated with added error probability n/mγ , where the constants
of the asymptotics are determined solely by c and γ . Furthermore, this
concentration is query invariant.

In Theorem 1, we note that the expectation, µ = E [X ], and the

variance, σ 2 = Var [X ], are the same as if h were a fully random

hash function since h is 3-independent. This is true even when

conditioning on the hash value of a query key having a specific

value. The bound provided by Theorem 1 is therefore the same as

the variance based Chernoff bound (3) except for a constant delay

in the exponential decrease and an added error probability of n/mγ
.

Since σ 2 ≤ µ, Theorem 1 also implies the classic one-sided Chernoff

bounds (1) and (2), again with the constant delay and the added

error probability as above, and a leading factor of 2.

Pǎtraşcu and Thorup [38] proved an equivalent probability

bound, but without weights, and, more importantly, with the re-

striction that the number of binsm ≥ n1−1/(2c ) . In particular, this

implies the restriction µ ≤ |Σ|1/2. Our new bound gives Chernoff-

style concentration with high probability in n for any m ≥ nε ,
ε = Ω(1). Indeed, letting γ ′ = (γ + 1)/ε , the added error probability

becomes n/mγ ′ ≤ 1/nγ .
However, for smallm the error probability n/mγ

is prohibitive.

For instance, unbiased coin tossing, corresponding to the casem = 2,

has an added error probability of n/2γ which is useless. We will

show that it is inherently impossible to get good concentration

bounds using simple tabulation hashing when the number of bins

m is small. To handle all instances, including those with few bins,

and to support much more general Chernoff bounds, we introduce

a new hash function: tabulation-permutation hashing.

1.2 Tabulation-Permutation Hashing
We start by defining tabulation-permutation hashing from Σc to

Σd with c,d = O (1). A tabulation-permutation hash function

h : Σc → Σd is given as a composition, h = τ ◦ д, of a simple tabu-

lation hash function д : Σc → Σd and a permutation τ : Σd → Σd .
The permutation is a coordinate-wise fully random permutation:

for each j ∈ {1, . . . ,d }, pick a uniformly random character per-

mutation τj : Σ → Σ. Now, τ = (τ1, . . . ,τd ) in the sense that

for z = (z1, . . . , zd ) ∈ Σd , τ (z) = (τ1 (z1) , . . . ,τd (zd )). In words,

a tabulation-permutation hash function hashes c characters to d
characters using simple tabulation, and then randomly permutes

each of the d output characters. As is, tabulation-permutation hash

functions yield values in Σd , but we will soon see how we can hash

to [m] for anym ∈ N.
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If we precompute tables Ti : Σ→ Σd , where

Ti (zi ) =
*.
,

i−1︷  ︸︸  ︷
0, . . . , 0,τi (zi ),

d−i︷  ︸︸  ︷
0, . . . , 0

+/
-
, zi ∈ Σ,

then τ (z1, . . . , zd ) = T1 (z1) ⊕ · · · ⊕Td (zd ). Thus, τ admits the same

implementation as simple tabulation, but with a special distribution

on the character tables. If in particular d ≤ c , the permutation step

can be executed at least as fast as the simple tabulation step.

Our main result is that with tabulation-permutation hashing, we

get high probability Chernoff-style bounds for the third and most

general case described in the beginning of the introduction.

Theorem 2. Let h : [u]→ [r ] be a tabulation-permutation hash
function with [u] = Σc and [r ] = Σd , c,d = O (1). Letv : [u]× [r ]→
[0, 1] be a fixed value function that to each key x ∈ [u] assigns a
value Xx = v (x ,h(x )) ∈ [0, 1] depending on the hash value h(x )
and define X =

∑
x ∈[u] Xx . For any constant γ > 0, X is strongly

concentrated with added error probability 1/uγ , where the constants
of the asymptotics are determined solely by c , d , and γ . Furthermore,
this concentration is query invariant.

Tabulation-permutation hashing inherits the 3-independence of

simple tabulation, so as in Theorem 1, µ = E [X ] and σ 2 = Var [X ]

have exactly the same values as if h were a fully-random hash

function. Again, this is true even when conditioning on the hash

value of a query key having a specific value.

Tabulation-permutation hashing allows us to hash intom bins

for any m ∈ N (not necessarily a power of two) preserving the

strong concentration from Theorem 2. To do so, simply define the

hash function hm : [u] → [m] by hm (x ) = h(x ) modm. Relating

back to Theorem 1, consider a set S ⊆ U of n balls where each

ball x ∈ S has a weight wx ∈ [0, 1] and balls x outside S are

defined to have weightwx = 0. To measure the total weight of the

balls landing in a given bin y ∈ [m], we define the value function

v (x , z) = wx · [z modm = y]. Then

X =
∑
x ∈[u]

v (x ,h(x )) =
∑
x ∈S

wx · [h
m (x ) = y]

is exactly the desired quantity and we get the concentration bound

from Theorem 2. Then the big advantage of tabulation-permutation

hashing over simple tabulation hashing is that it reduces the added

error probability fromn/mγ
of Theorem 1 to the 1/uγ of Theorem 2,

where u is the size of the key universe. Thus, with tabulation-

permutation hashing, we actually get Chernoff bounds with high

probability regardless of the number of bins.

Pǎtraşcu and Thorup [41] introduced twisted tabulation that like

our tabulation-permutation achieved Chernoff-style concentration

bounds with a general value functionv . Their bounds are equivalent

to those of Theorem 2, but only under the restriction µ ≤ |Σ|1−Ω(1)
.

To understand how serious this restriction is, consider again tossing

an unbiased coin for each key x in a set S ⊆ [u], corresponding to
the casem = 2 and µ = |S |/2. With the restriction from [41], we

can only handle |S | ≤ 2 |Σ|1−Ω(1)
, but recall that Σ is chosen small

enough for character tables to fit in fast cache, so this rules out any

moderately large data set. We are going to show that for certain sets

S , twisted tabulation has the same problems as simple tabulation

when hashing to few bins. This implies that the restrictions from

[41] cannot be lifted with a better analysis.

Pǎtraşcu and Thorup [41] were acutely aware of how prohibitive

the restriction µ ≤ |Σ|1−Ω(1)
is. For unbounded µ, they proved a

weaker bound; namely that with twisted tabulation hashing, X =
µ ±O (σ (logu)c+1) with probability 1−u−γ for any γ = O (1). With

our tabulation-permutation hashing, we getX = µ±O (σ (logu)1/2)
with the same high probability, 1 − u−γ . Within a constant factor

on the deviation, our high probability bound is as good as with

fully-random hashing.

More related work, including Siegel’s [43] and Thorup’s [44]

highly independent hashing will be discussed in Section 1.7.

1.3 Tabulation-1Permutation
Above we introduced tabulation-permutation hashing which yields

Chernoff-style bounds with an arbitrary value function. This is the

same general scenario as was studied for twisted tabulation in [41].

However, for almost all applications we are aware of, we only need

the generality of the second case presented at the beginning of the

introduction. Recall that in this case we are only interested in the

total weight of the balls hashing to a certain interval. As it turns

out, a significant simplification of tabulation-permutation hashing

suffices to achieve strong concentration bounds. We call this simpli-

fication tabulation-1permutation. Tabulation-permutation hashing

randomly permutes each of the d output characters of a simple

tabulation function д : Σc → Σd . Instead, tabulation-1permutation

only permutes the most significant character.

More precisely, a tabulation-1permutation hash function

h : Σc → Σd is a composition, h = τ ◦ д, of a simple tabulation

function, д : Σc → Σd , and a random permutation, τ : Σd → Σd , of
the most significant character, τ (z1, . . . , zd ) = (τ1 (z1), z2, . . . , zd )
for a random character permutation τ1 : Σ→ Σ.

To simplify the implementation of the hash function and speed

up its evaluation, we can precompute a table T : Σ → Σd such that

for z1 ∈ Σ,

T (z1) =
*.
,
z1 ⊕ τ1 (z1),

d−1︷  ︸︸  ︷
0, . . . , 0

+/
-
.

Then if д(x ) = z = (z1, . . . , zd ), h(x ) = z ⊕ T (z1).
This simplified scheme, needing only c + 1 character lookups, is

powerful enough for concentration within an arbitrary interval.

Theorem 3. Let h : [u]→ [r ] be a tabulation-1permutation hash
function with [u] = Σc and [r ] = Σd , c,d = O (1). Consider a key/ball
set S ⊆ [u] of size n = |S | where each ball x ∈ S is assigned a weight
wx ∈ [0, 1]. Choose arbitrary hash values y1,y2 ∈ [r ] with y1 ≤ y2.
Define X =

∑
x ∈S wx · [y1 ≤ h(x ) < y2] to be the total weight of

balls hashing to the interval [y1,y2). Then for any constant γ > 0,
X is strongly concentrated with added error probability 1/uγ , where
the constants of the asymptotics are determined solely by c , d , and γ .
Furthermore, this concentration is query invariant.

One application of Theorem 3 is in the following sampling sce-

nario: We set y1 = 0, and sample all keys with h(x ) < y2. Each
key is then sampled with probability y2/r , and Theorem 3 gives

concentration on the number of samples. In [1] this is used for more

efficient implementations of streaming algorithms.
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Another application is efficiently hashing into an arbitrary num-

ber m ≤ r of bins. We previously discussed using hash values

modulom, but a general mod-operation is often quite slow. Instead

we can think of hash values as fractions h(x )/r ∈ [0, 1). Multiplying

bym, we get a value in [0,m), and the bin index is then obtained

by rounding down to the nearest integer. This implementation is

very efficient because r is a power of two, r = 2
b
, so the rounding

is obtained by a right-shift by b bits. To hash a key x to [m], we

simply compute hm (x ) = (h(x ) ∗m) >>b. Then x hashes to bin

d ∈ [m] if and only if d ∈ [y1,y2) ⊆ [r ] where y1 = ⌊rd/m⌋ and
y2 = ⌊r (d + 1)/m⌋, so the number of keys hashing to a bin is con-

centrated as in Theorem 3. Moreover, hm uses only c + 1 character
lookups and a single multiplication in addition to some very fast

shifts and bit-wise Boolean operations.

1.4 Subpolynomial Error Probabilities
In Theorem 2 and 3, we have Pr[|X − µ | ≥ t] =

O (exp(−Ω(σ 2C (t/σ 2)))) + 1/uγ which holds for any fixed γ . The
value of γ affects the constant hidden in the Ω-notation delaying

the exponential decrease. In the full version [2], we show that the

same bound does not hold if γ is replaced by any slow-growing but

unbounded function. Nevertheless, it follows from our analysis that

for every α (u) = ω (1) there exists β (u) = ω (1) such that whenever

exp(−σ 2C (t/σ 2)) < 1/uα (u ) , Pr[|X − µ | ≥ t] ≤ 1/uβ (u ) .

1.5 Generic Remarks on Universe Reduction
and Amount of Randomness

The following observations are fairly standard in the literature.

Suppose we wish to hash a set of keys S belonging to some universe

U . The universemay be so large compared to S that it is not efficient

to directly implement a theoretically powerful hashing scheme

like tabulation-permutation hashing. A standard first step is to

perform a universe reduction, mappingU randomly to “signatures”

in [u] = {0, 1, . . . ,u − 1}, where u = nO (1)
, e.g. u = n3, so that no

two keys from S are expected to get the same signature [10]. As

the only theoretical property required for the universe reduction

is a low collision probability, this step can be implemented using

very simple hash functions as described in [45]. In this paper, we

generally assume that this universe reduction has already been

done, if needed, hence that we only need to deal with keys from a

universe [u] of size polynomial in n. For any small constant ε > 0

we may thus pick c = O (1/ε ) such that the space used for our hash

tables, Θ( |Σ|), is O (nε ). Practically speaking, this justifies focusing

on the hashing of 32- and 64-bit keys.

When we defined simple tabulation above, we said the charac-

ter tables were fully random. However, for the all the bounds in

this paper, it would suffice if they were populated with a O (logu)-
independent pseudo-random number generator (PNG), so we only

need a seed of O (logu) random words to be shared among all

applications who want to use the same simple tabulation hash func-

tion. Then, as a preprocesing for fast hashing, each application can

locally fill the character tables in O ( |Σ|) time [14]. Likewise, for

our tabulation permutation hashing, our bounds only require a

O (logu)-independent PNG to generate the permutations. The basic

point here is that tabulation based hashing does not need a lot of

randomness to fill the tables, but only space to store the tables as

needed for the fast computation of hash values.

1.6 Techniques
The paper relies on three main technical insights to establish the

concentration inequality for tabulation-permutation hashing of

Theorem 2. We shall here describe each of these ideas and argue

that each is in fact necessary towards an efficient hash function

with strong concentration bounds.

1.6.1 Improved Analysis of Simple Tabulation. The first step to-

wards proving Theorem 2 is to better understand the distribution

of simple tabulation hashing. We describe below how an extensive

combinatorial analysis makes it possible to prove a generalised

version of Theorem 1.

To describe the main idea of this technical contribution, we must

first introduce some ideas from previous work in the area. This

will also serve to highlight the inherent limitations of previous

approaches. A simplified account is the following. Let h : Σc → [m]

be a simple tabulation hash function, let y ∈ [m] be given, and

for some subset of keys S ⊆ Σc , let X =
∑
x ∈S [h(x ) = y] be

the random variable denoting the number of elements x ∈ S that

have hash value h(x ) = y. Our goal is to bound the deviation

of X from its mean µ = |S | /m. We first note that picking a ran-

dom simple tabulation hash function h : Σc → [m] amounts to

filling the c character tables, each of size Σ, with uniformly ran-

dom hash values. Thus, picking a simple tabulation hash function

h : Σc → [m] corresponds to picking a uniformly random hash

function h : [c] × Σ→ [m]. We call [c] × Σ the set of position char-
acters. Viewing a key x = (x1, . . . ,xc ) ∈ Σc as a set of position

characters, x = {(1,x1), . . . , (c,xc )}, and slightly abusing notation,

it then holds that h(x ) =
⊕

α ∈x h(α ). Now let α1, . . . ,αr be a

(for the sake of the proof) well-chosen ordering of the position

characters. For each k ∈ [r + 1], we define the random variable

Xk = E [X | h(α1), . . . ,h(αk )], whereh(αi ) is the value of the entry
of the lookup table of h corresponding to αi . The process (Xk )

r
k=0

is then a martingale. We can view this as revealing the lookup

table of h one entry at a time and adjusting our expectation of

the outcome of X accordingly. Defining the martingale difference

Yk = Xk − Xk−1, we can express X as a sum X = µ +
∑c · |Σ |
k=1 Yk .

Previous work has then bounded the sum using a Chernoff inequal-

ity for martingales as follows. Due to the nature of the ordering

of {αi }
r
i=1, we can find M > 0 such that with high probability,

��Yk �� ≤ M for every k . Then conditioned on each of the Yk s be-
ing bounded, X satisfies the Chernoff bounds of (1) and (2) except

the exponent is divided by M . As long as the expectation, µ, sat-
isfies µ = O ( |Σ|), it is possible2 that M = O (1), yielding Chernoff

bounds with a constant in the delay of the exponential decrease.

However, since there are only c · |Σ| variables, Yk , it is clear that
M ≥ µ/(c · |Σ|). Thus, whenever µ = ω ( |Σ|), the delay of the ex-

ponential decrease is super-constant, meaning that we do not get

asymptotically tight Chernoff-style bounds. This obstacle has been

an inherent issue with the previous techniques in analysing both

simple tabulation [38] as well as twisted tabulation [41]. Being

2
In [38], the actual analysis of simple tabulation using this approach achieves µ =
O (
√
|Σ |).
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unable to bound anything beyond the absolute deviation of each

variable Yk , it is impossible to get good concentration bounds for

large expectations, µ.
Going beyond the above limitation, we dispense with the idea

of bounding absolute deviations and instead bound the sum of

variances, σ 2 =
∑c · |Σ |
k=1 Var [Yk ]. This sum has a combinatorial in-

terpretation relating to the number of collisions of hash keys, i.e.,

the number of pairs y1,y2 ∈ Σ
c
with h(y1) = h(y2).

An extensive combinatorial analysis of simple tabulation hashing

yields high-probability bounds on the sum of variances that is tight

up to constant factors. This is key in establishing an induction

that allows us to prove Theorem 1. Complementing our improved

bounds, we will show that simple tabulation hashing inherently

does not support Chernoff-style concentration bounds for smallm.

1.6.2 Permuting the Hash Range. Our next step is to consider the

hash function h = τ ◦ д : Σc → Σ where д : Σc → Σ is a simple

tabulation hash function and τ : Σ → Σ is a uniformly random

permutation. Our goal is to show thath provides good concentration
bounds for any possible value function. To showcase our approach,

we consider the example of hashing to some small set, [m], of bins,

e.g., withm = 2 as in our coin tossing example. This can be done

using the hash function hm : Σc → [m] defined by hm (x ) = (h(x )
mod m). For simplicity we assume that m is a power of two, or

equivalently, that m divides |Σ|. We note that the case of small

m was exactly the case that could not be handled with simple

tabulation hashing alone.

Let us look at the individual steps of hm . First, we use simple

tabulation mapping into the “character bins”, Σ. The number of

balls in any given character bin is nicely concentrated, but only

because |Σ| is large. Next, perform a permutation followed by the

mod m operation. The last two steps correspond to the way we

would deal a deck of |Σ| cards intom hands. The cards are shuffled

by a random permutation, then dealt to them players one card at a

time in cyclic order. The end result is that each of the finalm bins

is assigned exactly |Σ|/m random character bins. An important

point is now that because the partitioning is exact, the error in

the number of balls in a final bin stems solely from the errors in

the |Σ|/m character bins, and because the partitioning is random,

we expect the positive and negative errors to cancel out nicely.

The analysis, which is far from trivial, requires much more than

these properties. For example, we also need the bound described

in Section 1.6.1 on the sum of variances. This bound ensures that

not only is the number of balls in the individual character bins

nicely concentrated around the mean, but moreover, there is only a

small number of character bins for which the error is large. That

these things combine to yield strong concentration, not only in

the specific example above, but for general value functions as in

Theorem 2, is quite magical.

We finish the discussion by mentioning two approaches

that do not work and highlight how a permutation solves the

issues of these strategies.

First, one may ask why we need the permutation at all. After

all, the modm operation also partitions the |Σ| character bins into
groups of the same size, |Σ|/m. The issue is that while a simple

tabulation hash function, д : Σc → Σ, has good concentration in

each of the individual character bins, the |Σ|/m character bins being

picked out by the modm operation constitute a very structured

subset of Σ, and the errors from this set of bins could be highly

correlated. Indeed, in the full version [2] we show both theoretically

and experimentally that the structure of simple tabulation causes

this to happen for certain sets of keys.

Second, the reader may wonder why we use a permutation,

τ : Σ→ Σ, instead of a random hash function as in double tabulation

[44]. In terms of the card dealing analogy, this would correspond

to throwing the |Σ| cards at the m astonished card players one

at a time with a random choice for each card, not guaranteeing

that the players each get the same number of cards. And this is

exactly the issue. Using a fully random hash function τ ′, we incur
an extra error stemming from τ ′ distributing the |Σ| character bins
unevenly into the final bins. This is manifested in the variance of

the number of balls hashing to a specific bin: Take again the coin

tossing example withn ≥ |Σ| balls being distributed intom = 2 bins.

With a permutation τ the hash function becomes 2-independent,

so the variance is the same as in the fully random setting, n/4. Now
even if д distributes the n keys into the character bins evenly, with

exactly n/Σ keys in each, with a fully random hash function, τ ′,
the variance becomes (n/|Σ|)2 · |Σ|/4 = n2/(4|Σ|), a factor of n/|Σ|
higher.

1.6.3 Squaring the Hash Range. The last piece of the puzzle is a
trick to extend the range of a hash function satisfying Chernoff-

style bounds. We wish to construct a hash function h : Σc → [m]

satisfying Chernoff-style bounds form arbitrarily large as in The-

orem 2. At first sight, the trick of the previous subsection would

appear to suffice for the purpose. However, if we let д = τ ◦h be the

composition of a simple tabulation hash function h : Σc → [m] and

τ a random permutation of [m], we run into trouble if for instance

[m] = Σc . In this case, a random permutation of [m] would require

space equal to that of a fully random function f : Σc → [m], but

the whole point of hashing is to use less space. Hence, we instead

prove the following. Let a : C → D and b : C → D be two indepen-

dent hash functions satisfying Chernoff-style bounds for general

value functions. Then this property is preserved up to constant

factors under “concatenation”, i.e., if we let c : C → D2
be given

by c (x ) = (a(x ),b (x )), then c is also a hash function satisfying

Chernoff-style bounds for general value functions, albeit with a

slightly worse constant delay in the exponential decrease than a
and b. Thus, this technique allows us to “square” the range of a

hash function.

With this at hand, let h1,h2 : Σ
c → Σ be defined as h1 = τ1 ◦ д1

and h2 = τ2 ◦ д2, where д1,д2 : Σ
c → Σ are simple tabula-

tion hash functions and τ1,τ2 : Σ → Σ are random permutations.

Then the concatenation h : Σc → Σ2 of h1 and h2 can be consid-

ered a composition of a simple tabulation function д : Σc → Σ2

given by д(x ) = (д1 (x ),д2 (x )) and a coordinate-wise permutation

τ = (τ1,τ2) : Σ
2 → Σ2, where the latter is given by τ (x1,x2) =

(τ1 (x1),τ2 (x2)),x1,x2 ∈ Σ. Applying our composition result, gives

thatд also satisfies Chernoff-style bounds. Repeating this procedure
⌈log(d )⌉ = O (1) times, yields the desired concentration bound for

tabulation-permutation hashing h : Σc → Σd described in Theo-

rem 2.
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1.7 Related Work – Theoretical and
Experimental Comparisons

In this section, we shall compare the performance of tabulation-

permutation and tabulation-1permutation hashing with other re-

lated results. Our comparisons are both theoretical and empirical.

Our goal in this paper is fast constant-time hashing having strong

concentration bounds with high probability, i.e., bounds of the form

Pr[|X − µ | ≥ t] ≤ 2 exp(−Ω(σ 2C (t/σ 2))) + u−γ ,

as in Definition 1 and Theorems 2 and 3, or possibly with σ 2
re-

placed by µ ≥ σ 2
. Theoretically, we will only compare with other

hashing schemes that are relevant to this goal. In doing so, we

distinguish between the hash functions that achieve Chernoff-style

bounds with restrictions on the expected value and those that, like

our new hash functions, do so without such restrictions, which

is what we want for all possible input. Empirically, we shall com-

pare the practical evaluation time of tabulation-permutation and

permutation-1permutation to the fastest commonly used hash func-

tions and to hash functions with similar theoretical guarantees. A

major goal of algorithmic analysis is to understand the theoretical

behavior of simple algorithms that work well in practice, providing

them with good theoretical guarantees such as worst-case behavior.

For instance, one may recall Knuth’s analysis of linear probing [29],

showing that this very practical algorithm has strong theoretical

guarantees. In a similar vein, we not only show that the hashing

schemes of tabulation-permutation and tabulation-1permutation

have strong theoretical guarantees, we also perform experiments,

summarized in Table 1, demonstrating that in practice they are com-

parable in speed to some of the most efficient hash functions in use,

none of which have similar concentration guarantees. Thus, with

our new hash functions, hashing with strong theoretical concentra-

tion guarantees is suddenly feasible for time-critical applications.

1.7.1 High Independence and Tabulation. Before this paper, the

only known way to obtain unrestricted Chernoff-style concentra-

tion bounds with hash functions that can be evaluated in con-

stant time was through k-independent hashing. Recall that a hash
function h : U → R is k-independent if the distribution of

(h(x1), . . . ,h(xk )) is uniform in Rk for every choice of distinct

keys x1, . . . ,xk ∈ U . Schmidt, Siegel, and Srinivasan [42] have

shown that with k-independent hashing, we have Chernoff-style
concentration bounds in all three cases mentioned at the beginning

of the introduction up to an added error probability decreasing

exponentially in k . With k = Θ(γ logu), this means Chernoff-style

concentration with an added error probability of 1/uγ like in Theo-

rem 2 and 3. However, evaluating any k-independent hash function

takes time Ω(k ) unless we use a lot of space. Indeed, a cell probe
lower bound by Siegel [43] states that evaluating a k-independent
hash function over a key domain [u] using t < k probes, requires

us to use at least u1/t cells to represent the hash function. Thus,

aiming for Chernoff concentration through k-independence with
k = Ω(logu) and with constant evaluation time, we would have

to use uΩ(1)
space like our tabulation-permutation. Here it should

be mentioned that k-independent PolyHash modulo a prime p can

be evaluated at k points in total time O (k log2 k ) using multipoint

evaluation methods. Then the average evaluation time isO (log2 k ),
but it requires that the hashing can be done to batches of k keys

at a time. We can no longer hash one key at a time, continuing

with other code before we hash the next key. This could be a prob-

lem for some applications. A bigger practical issue is that it is no

longer a black box implementation of a hash function. To under-

stand the issue, think of Google’s codebase where thousands of

programs are making library calls to hash functions. A change to

multipoint evaluation would require rewriting all of the calling

programs, checking in each case that batch hashing suffices — a

huge task that likely would create many errors. A final point is that

multipoint evaluation is complicated to implement yet still not as

fast as our tabulation-permutation hashing.

Turning to upper bounds, Siegel designed a uΩ(1/c2 )
-

independent hash function that can be represented in tables of

size u1/c and evaluated in cO (c )
time. With c = O (1), this suffices

for Chernoff-style concentration bounds by the argument above.

However, as Siegel states, the hashing scheme is “far too slow for

any practical application”.

In the setting of Siegel, Thorup’s double tabulation [44] is a sim-

pler and more efficient construction of highly independent hashing.

It is the main constant-time competitor of our new tabulation-

permutation hashing, and yet it is 30 times slower in our exper-

iments. In the following, we describe the theoretical guarantees

of double tabulation hashing and discuss its concrete parameters

in terms of speed and use of space towards comparing it with

tabulation-permutation hashing.

A double tabulation hash function, h : Σc → Σc is the com-

position of two independent simple tabulation hash functions

h1 : Σc → Σd and h2 : Σd → Σc , h = h2 ◦ h1. Evaluating the

function thus requires c +d character lookups. Assuming that each

memory unit stores an element from [u] = Σc and d ≥ c , the space

used for the character tables is (c (d/c ) + d )u1/c = 2du1/c . Thorup

[44] has shown that if d ≥ 6c , then with probability 1−o(Σ2−d/(2c ) )
over the choice of h1, the double tabulation hash function h is k-

independent for k = |Σ|1/(5c ) = uΩ(1/c2 )
. More precisely, with this

probability, the output keys (h1 (x ))x ∈Σc are distinct, and h2 is k-
independent when restricted to this set of keys. If we are lucky to

pick such an h1, this means that we get the same high indepence

as Siegel [43]. With d = 6c , the space used is 12cu1/c = O (cu1/c )
and the number of character lookups to compute a hash value is

7c = O (c ). Tabulation-permutation hashing is very comparable to

Thorup’s double tabulation. As previously noted, it can be imple-

mented in the sameway, except that we fill the character tables ofh2
with permutations and padded zeros instead of random hash values.

To compare, a tabulation-permutation hash function h : Σc → Σc

requires 2c lookups and uses space 2cu1/c , which may not seem

a big difference. However, in the following, we demonstrate how

restrictions on double tabulation cost an order of magnitude in

speed and space compared with tabulation-permutation hashing

when used with any realistic parameters.

With Thorup’s double tabulation, for (logu)-independence, we

need logu ≤ |Σ|1/(5c ) = u1/(5c
2 )
. In choosing values for u and c

that work in practice, this inequality is very restrictive. Indeed, even

for c = 2, logu ≤ u1/20, which roughly implies that logu ≥ 140.

Combined with the fact that the character tables use space 12c |Σ|,
and that |Σ| ≥ (logu)5c , this is an intimidating amount of space.

Another problem is the error probability over h1 of 1−o(Σ
2−d/(2c ) ).
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Table 1: The time for different hash functions to hash 10
7 keys of length 32 bits and 64 bits, respectively, to ranges of size 32 bits

and 64 bits. The experiment was carried out on two computers. The hash functions written in italics are those without general
Chernoff-style bounds. Hash functions written in bold are the contributions of this paper. The hash functions in regular font
are known to provide Chernoff-style bounds. Note that we were unable to implement double tabulation from 64 bits to 64 bits
since the hash tables were too large to fit in memory.

Running time (ms)

Computer 1 Computer 2

Hash function 32 bits 64 bits 32 bits 64 bits

Multiply-Shift 4.2 7.5 23.0 36.5

2-Independent PolyHash 14.8 20.0 72.2 107.3

Simple Tabulation 13.7 17.8 53.1 55.9

Twisted Tabulation 17.2 26.1 65.6 92.5

Mixed Tabulation 28.6 68.1 120.1 236.6

Tabulation-1Permutation 16.0 19.3 63.8 67.7

Tabulation-Permutation 27.3 43.2 118.1 123.6

Double Tabulation 1130.1 – 3704.1 –

“Random” (100-Independent PolyHash) 2436.9 3356.8 7416.8 11352.6

Table 2: Theoretical time and space consumption of some of the hash functions discussed.

Hash function Time Space Concentration Guarantee Restriction

Multiply-Shift O (1) O (1) Chebyshev’s inequality None

k-Independent PolyHash O (k ) O (k ) Chernoff-style bounds

Requires k = Ω(logu) for
added error probability O (1/uγ )

Simple Tabulation O (c ) O (u1/c ) Chernoff-style bounds Added error probability: O (n/mγ )

Twisted Tabulation O (c ) O (u1/c ) Chernoff-style bounds Requires: µ ≤ |Σ|1−Ω(1)

Mixed Tabulation O (c ) O (u1/c ) Chernoff-style bounds Requires: µ = o( |Σ|)

Tabulation-Permutation O (c ) O (u1/c ) Chernoff-style bounds Added error probability: O (1/uγ )

Double Tabulation O (c2) O (u1/c ) Chernoff-style bounds Added error probability: O (1/uγ )

If we want this to be O (1/u), like in the error bounds from The-

orem 2 and 3, we need d ≥ 2(c2 + 2c ). Thus, while things work
well asymptotically, these constraints make it hard to implement

highly independent double tabulation on any normal computer.

However, based on a more careful analysis of the case with 32-bit

keys, Thorup shows that using c = 2 characters of 16 bits, and

d = 20 derived characters, gives a 100-independent hash function

with probability 1 − 1.5 × 10−42. According to [44] we cannot use

significantly fewer resources even if we just want 4-independence.

For hashing 32-bit keys, this means making 22 lookups for each

query and using tables of total size 40 · 216. In contrast, if we hash

32-bit keys with tabulation-permutation hashing, we may use 8-bit

characters with d = c = 4, thus making only 8 lookups in tables of

total size 8 ·28. For this setting of parameters, our experiments (sum-

marized in Table 1) show that double tabulation is approximately 30

times slower than tabulation-permutation hashing. For 64-bit keys,

Thorup [44] suggests implementing double tabulation with c = 3

characters of 22 bits and d = 24. This would require 26 lookups in

tables of total size 48 · 222. We were not able to implement this on

a regular laptop due to the space requirement.

We finally mention that Christani et al. [15] have presented a

hash family which obtains the even higher independence uΩ(1/c )
.

The scheme is, however, more complicated with a slower evaluation

time of Θ(c log c ).

1.7.2 Space Bounded Independence and Chernoff Bounds. One of
the earliest attempts of obtaining strong concentration bounds via

hashing is a simple and elegant construction by Dietzfelbinger and

Meyer auf der Heide [20]. For some parametersm, s,d , their hash
family maps to [m], can be represented withO (s ) space, and uses a

(d + 1)-independent hash function as a subroutine, where d = O (1),
e.g., a degree-d polynomial. In terms of our main goal of Chernoff-

style bounds, their result can be cast as follows: Considering the

number of balls from a fixed, but unknown, subset S ⊆ U , with |S | =
n, that hashes to a specific bin, their result yields Chernoff bounds

like ours with a constant delay in the exponential decrease and

with an added error probability of n
(
n
ms

)d
. The expected number

of balls in a given bin is µ = n/m, so the added error probability

is n(µ/s )d . To compare with tabulation-permutation, suppose we

insist on using space O ( |Σ|) and that we moreover want the added

error probability to beu−γ = |Σ|−cγ like in Theorems 2 and 3. With

the hashing scheme from [20], we then need µ = O ( |Σ|1−γ c/d ).

If we want to be able to handle expectations of order, e.g. |Σ|1/2,
we thus need d ≥ 2cγ . For 64-bit key, c = 8, and γ = 1, say, this

means that we need to evaluate a 16-independent hash function. In

general, we see that the concentration bound above suffers from the

same issues as those provided by Pǎtraşcu and Thorup for simple
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and twisted tabulation [38, 41], namely that we only have Chernoff-

style concentration if the expected value is much smaller than the

space used.

Going in a different direction, Dietzfelbinger and Rink [21] use

universe splitting to create a hash function that is highly indepen-

dent (building on previous works [22, 23, 25, 27]) but, contrasting

double tabulation as described above, only within a fixed set S , not
the entire universe. The construction requires an upper bound n on

the size of S , and a polynomial error probability of n−γ is tolerated.

Here γ = O (1) is part of the construction and affects the evaluation

time. Assuming no such error has occurred, which is not checked,

the hash function is highly independent on S . As with Siegel’s and

Thorup’s highly independent hashing discussed above, this implies

Chernoff bounds without the constant delay in the exponential

decrease, but this time only within the fixed set S . In the same set-

ting, Pagh and Pagh [37] have presented a hash function that uses

(1 + o(1))n space and which is fully independent on any given set

S of size at most n with high probability. This result is very useful,

e.g., as part of solving a static problem of size n using linear space,

since, with high probability, we may assume fully-random hashing

as a subroutine. However, from a Chernoff bound perspective, the

fixed polynomial error probability implies that we do not benefit

from any independence above O (logn), using the aforementioned

results from [42]. More importantly, we do not want to impose any

limitations to the size of the sets we wish to hash in this paper. Con-

sider for example the classic problem of counting distinct elements

in a huge data stream. The size of the data stream might be very

large, but regardless, the hashing schemes of this paper will only

use spaceO (u1/c ) with c chosen small enough for hash tables to fit

in fast cache.

Finally, Dahlgaard et al. [17] have shown that on a given set S
of size |S | ≤ |Σ|/2 a double tabulation hash function, h = h2 ◦ h1
as described above, is fully random with probability 1 − |Σ|1−⌊d/2⌋

over the choice of h1. For an error probability of 1/u, we set d =
(2c + 2) yielding a hash function that can be evaluated with 3c + 2
character lookups and using (4c + 4) |Σ| space. This can be used to

simplify the above construction by Pagh and Pagh [37]. Dahlgaard

et al. [17] also propose mixed tabulation hashing which they use

for statistics over k-partitions. Their analysis is easily modified

to yield Chernoff-style bounds for intervals similar to our bounds

for tabulation-1permuation hashing presented in Theorem 3, but

with the restriction that the expectation µ is at most |Σ|/ log2c |Σ|.
This restriction is better than the earlier mentioned restictions

µ ≤ |Σ|1/2 for simple tabulation [38] and µ ≤ |Σ|1−Ω(1)
for twisted

tabulation [41]. For mixed tabulation hashing, Dahlgaard et al. use

3c + 2 lookups and (5c + 4) |Σ| space. In comparison, tabulation-

1permutation hashing, which has no restriction on µ, uses only
c + 1 lookups and (c + 1) |Σ| space.

1.7.3 Small Space Alternatives in Superconstant Time. Finally, there
have been various interesting developments regarding hash func-

tions with small representation space that, for example, can hash

n balls to n bins such that the maximal number of balls in any bin

is O (logn/ log logn), corresponding to a classic Chernoff bound.

Accomplishing this through independence of the hash function,

this requires O (logn/ log logn)-independence and evaluation time

unless we switch to hash functions using a lot of space as de-

scribed above. However, [11, 33] construct hash families taking

a random seed of O (log logn) words and which can be evaluated

using O ((log logn)2) operations, still obtaining a maximal load in

any bin of O (logn/ log logn) with high probability. This is impres-

sive as it only uses a small amount of space and a short random

seed, though it does require some slightly non-standard operations

when evaluating the hash functions. The running time however, is

not constant, which is what we aim for in this paper.

A different result is by [26] who construct hash families which

hash n balls to 2 bins. They construct hash families that taking a

random seed ofO ((log logn)2) words get Chernoff bounds with an

added error probability of n−γ for some constant γ , which is similar

to our bounds. Nothing is said about the running time of the hash

function of [26]. Since one of our primary goals is to design hash

functions with constant running time, this makes the two results

somewhat incomparable.

1.7.4 Experiments and Comparisons. To better understand the real-
world performance of our new hash functions in comparison with

well-known and comparable alternatives, we performed some sim-

ple experiments on regular laptops, as presented in Table 1. We did

two types of experiments.

• On the one hand we compared with potentially faster hash

functions with weaker or restricted concentration bounds

to see how much we lose in speed with our theoretically

strong tabulation-permutation hashing. We shall see that

our tabulation-permutation is very competitive in speed.

• On the other hand we compared with the fastest previously

known hashing schemes with strong concentration bounds

like ours. Here we will see that we gain a factor of 30 in

speed.

Concerning weaker, but potentially faster, hashing schemes we

have chosen two types of hash functions for the comparison. First,

we have the fast 2-independent hash functions multiply-shift (with

addition) and 2-independent PolyHash. They are among the fastest

hash functions in use and are commonly used in streaming algo-

rithms. It should be noted that when we use 2-independent hash

functions, the variance is the same as with full randomness, and

it may hence suffice for applications with constant error proba-

bility. Furthermore, for data sets with sufficient entropy, Chung,

Mitzenmacher, and Vadhan [16] show that 2-independent hash-

ing suffices. However, as previously mentioned, we want provable

Chernoff-style concentration bounds of our hash functions, equiva-

lent up to constant factors to the behavior of a fully random hash

function, for any possible input. Second, we have simple tabula-

tion, twisted tabulation, and mixed tabulation, which are tabula-

tion based hashing schemes similar to tabulation-1permutation

and tabulation-permutation hashing, but with only restricted con-

centration bounds. It is worth noting that Dahlgaard, Knudsen,

and Thorup [18] performed experiments showing that the pop-

ular hash functions MurmurHash3 [4] and CityHash [40] along

with the cryptographic hash function Blake2 [5] all are slower than

mixed tabulation hashing, which we shall see is even slower than

permutation-tabulation hashing. These hash functions are used in

practice, but given that our experiments show mixed tabulation

to be slightly slower than tabulation-permutation hashing, these
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can now be replaced with our faster alternatives that additionally

provide theoretical guarantees as to their effectiveness.

Concerning hashing schemes with previous known strong con-

centration bounds, we compared with double tabulation and 100-

independent PolyHash, which are the strongest competitors that

we are aware of using simple portable code.

The experiment measures the time taken by various hash func-

tions to hash a large set of keys. Since the hash functions considered

all run the same instructions for all keys, the worst- and best-case

running times are the same, and hence choosing random input

keys suffices for timing purposes. Further technical details of the

experiments are covered in the full version [2]. We considered both

hashing 32-bit keys to 32-bit hash values and 64-bit keys to 64-bits

hash values. We did not consider larger key domains as we assume

that a universe reduction, as described in Section 1.5, has been made

if needed. The results are presented in Table 1. Below, we comment

on the outcome of the experiment for each scheme considered.

Multiply-Shift. The fastest scheme of the comparison is Dietzfel-

binger’s 2-independent Multiply-Shift [19]. For 32-bit keys it uses

one 64-bit multiplication and a shift. For 64-bit keys it uses one

128-bit multiplication and a shift. As expected, this very simple

hash function was the fastest in the experiment.

2-Independent PolyHash. We compare twice with the classic k-
independent PolyHash [47]. Once with k = 2 and again with

k = 100. k-independent PolyHash is based on evaluating a random

degree (k−1)-polynomial over a prime field, usingMersenne primes

to make it fast: 2
61−1 for 32-bit keys and 289−1 for 64-bit keys. The

2-independent version was 2-3 times slower in experiments than

multiply-shift. It is possible that implementing PolyHash with a spe-

cialized carry-less multiplication [31] would provide some speedup.

However, we do not expect it to become faster than multiply-shift.

Simple Tabulation. The baseline for comparison of our tabulation-

based schemes is simple tabulation hashing. Recall that we hash

using c characters from Σ = [u1/c ] (in this experiment we con-

sidered u = 2
32

and u = 2
64
). This implies c lookups from the

character tables, which have total size c |Σ|. For each lookup, we

carry out a few simple AC
0
operations, extracting the characters

for the lookup and applying an XOR. Since the size of the character

alphabet influences the lookup times, it is not immediately clear,

which choice of c will be the fastest in practice. This is, however,

easily checkable on any computer by simple experiments. In our

case, both computers were fastest with 8-bit characters, hence with

all character tables fitting in fast cache.

Theoretically, tabulation-based hashing methods are incompara-

ble in speed to multiply-shift and 2-independent PolyHash, since

the latter methods use constant space but multiplication which has

circuit complexity Θ(logw/ log logw ) for w-bit words [12]. Our

tabulation-based schemes use only AC
0
operations, but larger space.

This is an inherent difference, as 2-independence is only possible

with AC
0
operations using a large amount of space [3, 32, 34]. As

is evident from Table 1, our experiments show that simple tabu-

lation is 2-3 slower than multiply-shift, but as fast or faster than

2-independent PolyHash. Essentially, this can be ascribed to the

cache of the two computers used being comparable in speed to

arithmetic instructions. This is not surprising as most computation

in the world involves data and hence cache. It is therefore expected

that most computers have cache as fast as arithmetic instructions.

In fact, since fast multiplication circuits are complex and expensive,

and a lot of data processing does not involve multiplication, one

could imagine computers with much faster cache than multiplica-

tion [28].

Twisted Tabulation. Carrying out a bit more work than simple

tabulation, twisted tabulation performs c lookups of entries that
are twice the size, as well as executing a few extra AC

0
operations.

It hence performs a little worse than simple tabulation hashing.

Mixed Tabulation. We implemented mixed tabulation hashing

with the same parameters (c = d) as in [18]. With these parame-

ters the scheme uses 2c lookups from 2c character tables, where
c of the lookups are to table entries that are double as long as

the output, which may explain its worse performance with 64-bit

domains. In our experiments, mixed tabulation performs slightly

worse than tabulation-permutation hashing. Recall from above that

mixed tabulation is faster than many popular hash functions with-

out theoretical guarantees, hence so is our tabulation-permutation.

Tabulation-1Permutation. Also only slightly more involved than

simple tabulation, tabulation-1permutation performs c + 1 lookups
using c + 1 character tables. In our experiments, tabulation-

1permutation turns out to be a little bit faster than twisted tabula-

tion, at most 30% slower than simple tabulation, and at most 4 times

slower than multiply-shift. Recall that tabulation-1permutation is

our hash function of choice for streaming applications where speed

is critical.

Tabulation-Permutation. Tabulation-permutation hashing per-

forms 2c lookups from 2c character tables. In our experiments, it is

slightly more than twice as slow as simple tabulation, and at most

8 times slower than multiply-shift. It is also worth noting that it

performs better than mixed tabulation.

Double Tabulation. Recall that among the schemes discussed

so far, only tabulation-permutation and tabulation-1permutation

hashing offer unrestricted Chernoff-style concentration with high

probability. Double tabulation is the first alternative with similar

guarantees and in our experiments it is 30 times slower for 32-bit

keys. For 64-bit keys, we were unable to run it on the computers at

our disposal due to the large amount of space required for the hash

tables. As already discussed, theoretically, double tabulation needs

more space and lookups. The 32-bit version performed 26 lookups

in tables of total size 48 · 222, while tabulation-permutation only

needs 8 lookups using 8 · 28 space. It is not surprising that double

tabulation lags so far behind.

100-Independent PolyHash. Running the experiment with 100-

independent PolyHash, it turned out that for 32-bit keys, it is

slower than 100-independent double tabulation. A bit surpris-

ingly, 100-independent PolyHash ran nearly 200 times slower

than the 2-independent PolyHash, even though it essentially just

runs the same code 99 times. An explanation could be that the

2-independent scheme just keeps two coefficients in registers while

the 100-independent scheme would loop through all the coefficients.

We remark that the number 100 is somewhat arbitrary. We need
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Figure 1: Cumulative distribution of the fraction of keys landing in a specific bin when hashing the arithmetic progression
{a · i | i ∈ [50000]} to 16 bins for a random integer a. The dotted line is a 100-independent PolyHash.

k = Θ(logu), but we do not know the exact constants in the Cher-

noff bounds with k-independent hashing. The running times are,

however, easily scalable and for k-independent PolyHash, we would
expect the evaluation time to change by a factor of roughly k/100.

Bad instances for Multiply-Shift and 2-wise PolyHash. We finally

present experiments demonstrating concrete bad instances for the

hash functions Multiply-Shift [19] and 2-wise PolyHash, under-

scoring what it means for them to not support Chernoff-style

concentration bounds. In each case, we compare with our new

tabulation-permutation hash function as well as 100-independent

PolyHash, which is our approximation to an ideal fully random

hash function. We refer the reader to [2] for bad instances for

simple-tabulation [48] and twisted tabulation [41] as well as a more

thorough discussion of our experiments.

Bad instances for Multiply-Shift and 2-independent PolyHash

are analyzed in detail in [39, Appendix B]. The specific instance

we consider is that of hashing the arithmetic progression A =
{a · i | i ∈ [50000]} into 16 bins, where we are interested in the

number of keys from A that hashes to a specific bin. We performed

this experiment 5000 times, with independently chosen hash func-

tions. The cumulative distribution functions on the number of keys

fromA hashing to a specific bin is presented in Figure 1. We see that

most of the time 2-independent PolyHash and Multiply-Shift dis-

tribute the keys perfectly with exactly 1/16 of the keys in the bin. By

2-independence, the variance is the same as with fully random hash-

ing, and this should suggest a much heavier tail, which is indeed

what our experiments show. For contrast, we see that the cumu-

lative distribution function with our tabulation-permutation hash

function is almost indistinguishable from that of 100-independent

Poly-Hash. We note that no amount of experimentation can prove

that tabulation-permutation (or any other hash function) works

well for all possible inputs. However, given the mathematical con-

centration guarantee of Theorem 2, the strong performance in the

experiment is no surprise.

2 TECHNICAL THEOREMS AND HOW THEY
COMBINE

We now formally state our main technical results, in their full

generality, and show how they combine to yield Theorems 1, 2,

and 3. A fair warning should be given to the reader. The theorems to

follow are intricate and arguably somewhat inaccessible at first read.

Rather than trying to understand everything at once, we suggest

that the reader use this section as a roadmap for the full version of

the paper. We will, however, do our best to explain the contents of

the results as well as disentangling the various assumptions in the

theorems.

As noted in Section 1.6, the exposition is subdivided into three

parts, each yielding theorems that we believe to be of independent

interest. First, we provide an improved analysis of simple tabulation.

We then show how permuting the output of a simple tabulation

hash function yields a hash function having Chernoff bounds for

arbitrary value functions. Finally, we show that concatenating the

output of two independent hash functions preserves the property

of having Chernoff bounds for arbitrary value functions.

It turns out that the proofs of our results become a little cleaner

when we assume that value functions take values in [−1, 1], so from

here on we state our results in relation to such value functions.

Theorems 1, 2, and 3 will still follow, as the value functions in these

theorems can also be viewed as having range [−1, 1].

2.1 Improved Analysis of Simple Tabulation
Our new and improved result on simple tabulation is as follows.

The proof can be found in the full version of the paper [2].

Theorem 4. Let h : Σc → [m] be a simple tabulation hash
function and S ⊆ Σc be a set of keys of size n = |S |. Let
v : Σc × [m] → [−1, 1] be a value function such that the set
Q = {i ∈ [m] | ∃x ∈ Σc : v (x , i ) , 0} satisfies |Q | ≤ mε , where
ε < 1

4
is a constant.

(1) For any constant γ ≥ 1, the random variable V =∑
x ∈S v (x ,h(x )) is strongly concentrated with added error

probability n/mγ , where the constants of the asymptotics are
determined by c andγ . Furthermore, this concentration is query
invariant.

(2) For j ∈ [m] define the random variableVj =
∑
x ∈S v (x ,h(x )⊕

j ) and let µ = E
[
Vj

]
, noting that this is independent of j. For

any γ ≥ 1,

Pr



∑
j ∈[m]

(Vj − µ )
2 > Dγ ,c

∑
x ∈S

∑
k ∈[m]

v (x ,k )2

= Oγ ,ε,c (n/m

γ )

(5)
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for some constant Dγ ,c and this bound is query invariant up
to constant factors.

The technical assumption involvingQ states that the value func-

tion has bounded support in the hash range: The value v (x ,h(x ))
can only possibly be non-zero if h(x ) lies in the relatively small set

Q of size at mostmε
. In fact, when proving Theorem 1 it suffices to

assume that |Q | = 1, as we shall see below, but for our analysis of

tabulation-permutation hashing we need the more general result

above. Another nice illustration of the power of Theorem 4 holding

with value functions of any bounded support will appear when we

prove Theorem 3 in Section 2.4.

To see that Theorem 1 is implied by Theorem 4, one may observe

that the latter is a generalization of the former. Let y ∈ [m] be the

bin and (wx )x ∈S be the weights of the balls from S in the setting of

Theorem 1. Then defining the value function v : Σc × [m]→ [0, 1],

v (x ,y′) =



wx · [y
′ = y], x ∈ S,

0, x < S,

we find that X =
∑
x ∈S wx · [h(x ) = y] =

∑
x ∈S v (x ,h(x )) is

strongly concentrated by part 1 of Theorem 4 and the concentration

is query invariant.

Finally, the bound (5) requires some explaining. For this, we

consider the toy example of Theorem 1. Suppose we have a set

S ⊆ [u] of balls with weights (wx )x ∈S and we throw them into

the bins of [m] using a simple tabulation hash function. We focus

on the total weight of balls landing in bin 0, defining the value

function by v (x ,y) = wx for x ∈ S and y = 0, and v (x ,y) = 0

otherwise. In this case, µ = 1

m
∑
x ∈S wx denotes the expected total

weight in any single bin andVj =
∑
x ∈S wx · [h(x ) = j] denotes the

total weight in bin j ∈ [m]. Then (5) states that

∑
j ∈[m]

(Vj − µ )
2 =

O (∥w ∥2
2
) with high probability in m. This is exactly a bound on

the variance of the weight of balls landing in one of the bins when

each of the hash values of the keys of S are shifted by an XOR

with a uniformly random element of [m]. Note that this example

corresponds to the case where |Q | = 1. In its full generality, i.e., for

general value functions of bounded support, (5) is similarly a bound

on the variance of the value obtained from the keys of S when

their hash values are each shifted by a uniformly random XOR.

This variance bound turns out to be an important ingredient in our

proof of the strong concentration in the first part of Theorem 4.

As described in Section 1.6.1 the proof proceeds by fixing the hash

values of the position characters [c]× Σ in a carefully chosen order,

α1 ≺ · · · ≺ αr . Defining Gi to be those keys that contain αi as
a position character but no α j with j > i , the internal clustering
of the keys of Gi is determined solely by (h(α j ))j<i and fixing

h(αi ) “shifts” each of these keys by an XOR with h(αi ). Now (5),

applied with S = Gi , exactly yields a bound on the variance of
the total value obtained from the keys from Gi when fixing the

random XOR h(αi ). Thus, (5) conveniently bounds the variance of

the martingale described in Section 1.6.1. As such, (5) is merely a

technical tool, but we have a more important reason for including

the bound in the theorem. As it turns out, for any hash function

satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 4, composingwith a uniformly

random permutation yields a hash family having Chernoff-style

concentration bounds for any value function as we describe next.

2.2 Permuting the Hash Range
Our next step in proving Theorem 2 is to show that, given a hash

function with concentration bounds like in Theorem 4, composing

with a uniformly random permutation of the entire range yields a

hash function with Chernoff-style concentration for general value

functions. The main theorem, proved in the full version of the

paper [2], is as follows.

Theorem 5. Let ε ∈ (0, 1] andm ≥ 2 be given. Let д : [u]→ [m]

be a 3-independent hash function satisfying the following. For every
γ > 0, and for every value function v : [u] × [m]→ [−1, 1] such that
the set Q = {i ∈ [m] | ∃x ∈ [u] : v (x , i ) , 0} is of size |Q | ≤ mε , the
two conclusions of Theorem 4 holds with respect to д.

Let v ′ : [u] → [−1, 1] be any value function, τ : [m] → [m] be a
uniformly random permutation independent of д, and γ > 0. Then
the for the hash function h = τ ◦ д, the sum

∑
x ∈[u]v

′(x ,h(x )) is
strongly concentrated, where the constants of the asymptotics are
determined solely by c , d , and γ . Furthermore, this concentration is
query invariant.

We believe the theorem to be of independent interest. From a

hash function that only performs well for value functions supported

on an asymptotically small subset of the bins we can construct a

hash function performing well for any value function – simply

by composing with a random permutation. Theorem 4 shows that

simple tabulation satisfies the two conditions in the theorem above.

It follows that ifm = |U |Ω(1)
, e.g., ifm = |Σ|, then composing a

simple tabulation hash function д : Σc → [m] with a uniformly

random permutation τ : [m]→ [m] yields a hash function h = τ ◦д
having Chernoff-style bounds for general value functions asymptot-

ically matching those from the fully random setting up to an added

error probability inversely polynomial in the size of the universe.

In particular these bounds hold for tabulation-permutation hashing

from Σc to Σ, that is, using just a single permutation, which yields

the result of Theorem 2 in the case d = 1. If we desire a range of

sizem ≫ |Σ| the permutation τ becomes too expensive to store.

Recall that in tabulation-permutation hashing from Σc to Σd we

instead use d permutations τ1, . . . ,τd : Σ→ Σ, hashing

Σc
дsimple

−−−−−→ Σd
(τ1, ...,τd )
−−−−−−−−−→ Σd .

Towards proving that this is indeed sensible, the last step in the

proof of Theorem 2 is to show that concatenating the outputs

of independent hash functions preserves the property of having

Chernoff-style concentration for general value functions.

2.3 Squaring the Hash Range
The third and final step towards proving Theorem 2 is showing

that concatenating the hash values of two independent hash func-

tions each with Chernoff-style bounds for general value functions

yields a new hash function with similar Chernoff-style bounds

up to constant factors. In particular it will follow that tabulation-

permutation hashing has Chernoff-style bounds for general value

functions. However, as with Theorem 5, the result is of more gen-

eral interest. Since it uses the input hash functions in a black box

manner, it is a general tool towards constructing new hash func-

tions with Chernoff-style bounds. The main theorem, proved in the

full version of the paper [2], is the following.
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Theorem 6. Let h1 : A → B1 and h2 : A → B2 be 2-wise inde-
pendent hash functions with a common domain such that for ev-
ery pair of value functions, v1 : A × B1 → [−1, 1] and v2 : A ×
B2 → [−1, 1], the random variables X1 =

∑
a∈A v1 (a,h1 (a)) and

X2 =
∑
a∈A v2 (a,h2 (a)) are strongly concentrated with added error

probability f1 and f2, respectively, and the concentration is query
invariant. Suppose further that h1 and h2 are independent. Then the
hash function h = (h1,h2) : A → B1 × B2, which is the concate-
nation of h1 and h2, satisfies that for every value function v : A ×
(B1 × B2) → [−1, 1], the random variable X =

∑
a∈A v (a,h(a)) =∑

a∈A v (a,h1 (a),h2 (a)) is strongly concentrated with additive error
O ( f1 + f2) and the concentration is query invariant.

We argue that Theorem 6, combined with the previous results,

leads to Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. We proceed by induction on d . For d =
1 the result follows from Theorem 4 and 5 as described in the

previous subsection. Now suppose d > 1 and that the result holds

for smaller values of d . Let γ = O (1) be given. Let d1 = ⌊d/2⌋ and

d2 = ⌈d/2⌉. A tabulation-permutation hash function h : Σc → Σd

is the concatenation of two independent tabulation-permutation

hash functions h1 : Σc → Σd1 and h2 : Σc → Σd2 . Letting A =

Σc , B1 = Σd1 , B2 = Σd2 , the induction hypothesis gives that the

conditions of Theorem 6 are satisfied and the conclusion follows.

Note that since d = O (1), the induction is only applied a constant

number of times. Hence, the constants hidden in the asymptotics

of Definition 1 are still constant. □

2.4 Concentration in Arbitrary Intervals.
We will now show how we can use our main result, Theorem 2,

together with our improved understanding of simple tabulation The-

orem 4 to obtain Theorem 3 which shows that the extra efficient

tabulation-1permutation hashing provides Chernoff-style concen-

tration for the special case of weighted balls and intervals. This

section also serves as an illustration of how our previous results

play in tandem, and it illustrates the importance of Theorem 4 hold-

ing, not just for single bins, but for any value function of bounded

support.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let S ⊆ [u] be a set of keys, with each key

x ∈ S having a weightwx ∈ [0, 1]. Leth = τ ◦д : Σ
c → Σd = [r ] be a

tabulation-1permutation hash function, with д : Σc → Σd a simple

tabulation hash function and τ : Σd → Σd a random permutation of

the most significant character, τ (z1, . . . , zd ) = (τ1 (z1), z2, . . . , zd )

for a uniformly random permutation τ1 : Σ → Σ. Let y1,y2 ∈ Σd

andX be defined as in Theorem 3,X =
∑
x ∈S wx · [y1 ≤ h(x ) < y2].

Set µ = E [X ], and σ 2 = Var [X ]. For simplicity we assume that

|I | ≥ r/2. Otherwise, we just apply the argument below with I
replaced by [r ] \ I = [0,y1) ∪ [y2, r ), which we view as an interval

in the cyclic ordering of [r ]. We will partition I = [y1,y2) into a

constant number of intervals in such a way that our previous results

yield Chernoff style concentration bound on the total weight of

keys landing within each of these intervals. The desired result will

follow.

To be precise, let t > 0 and γ = O (1) be given. Let P1 = {x ∈

Σ | ∀y ∈ Σd−1 : (x ,y) ∈ I } and I1 = {(x1, . . . ,xd ) ∈ Σd | x1 ∈ P1}.

Whether or not h(x ) ∈ I1 for a key x ∈ Σc depends solely on the

most significant character ofh(x ). WithX1 =
∑
x ∈S wx ·[h(x ) ∈ I1],

µ1 = E [X1], and σ
2

1
= Var [X1], we can therefore apply Theorem 2

to obtain that for any t ′ > 0 and γ ′ = O (1),

Pr[|X1 − µ1 | ≥ t ′] ≤C exp(−Ω(σ 2

1
C (t ′/σ 2

1
))) + 1/uγ

′

≤C exp(−Ω(σ 2C (t ′/σ 2))) + 1/uγ
′

, (6)

for some constant C . Here we used that σ 2

1
≤ σ 2

as |I1 | ≤ |I | ≤

|Σd |/2. Next, let d1 = lg |Σ| and d2, . . . ,dℓ ∈ N be such that for

2 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, it holds that 2
di ≤ (2d1+d2+· · ·+di )1/4, and further

2
d1+d2+· · ·+dℓ = |Σ|d . We may assume that u and hence |Σ| is larger
than some constant as otherwise the bound in Theorem 3 is trivial.

It is then easy to check that we may choose ℓ and the (di )2≤i≤ℓ
such that ℓ = O (logd ) = O (1). We will from now on consider

elements of Σd as numbers written in binary or, equivalently, bit

strings of length d ′ := d1 + · · · + dℓ . For i = 1, . . . , ℓ we define a

map ρi : Σd → [2]
d1+· · ·+di

as follows. If x = b1 . . .bd ′ ∈ [2]
d ′
,

then ρi (x ) is the length d1 + · · · + di bit string b1 . . .bd1+· · ·+di Set
J1 = I . For i = 2, . . . , ℓ we define Ji ⊆ I and Ii ⊆ I recursively as

follows. First, we let Ji = Ji−1 \ Ii−1. Second, we define Ii to consist
of those elements of x ∈ Ji such that if y ∈ Σc has ρi (y) = ρi (x ),
then y ∈ Ji . In other words, Ii consists of those elements of Ji
that remain in Ji when the least significant di+1 + · · · + dℓ bits of
x are changed in an arbitrary manner. It is readily checked that

for i = 1, . . . , ℓ, Ii is a disjoint union of two (potentially empty)

intervals Ii = I
(1)
i ∪ I

(2)
i such that for each j ∈ {1, 2} and x ,y ∈ I

(j )
i ,

ρi (x ) = ρi (y). Moreover, the sets (Ii )
ℓ
i=1 are pairwise disjoint and

I =
⋃ℓ
i=1 Ii .

We already saw in (6) that we have Chernoff-style concentration

for the total weight of balls landing in I1. We now show that the

same is true for I
(j )
i for each i = 2, . . . , ℓ and j ∈ {0, 1}. So let such

an i and j be fixed. Note that whether or not h(x ) ∈ I
(j )
i , for a key

x ∈ Σc , depends solely on the most significant d1 + · · · + di bits

of h(x ). Let h′ : Σc → [2]
d1+· · ·+di

be defined by h′(x ) = ρi (h(x )).
Then h′ is itself a simple tabulation hash function and h′(x ) is
obtained by removing the di+1 + · · · + dℓ least significant bits of

h(x ). Letting I ′ = ρi (I
(j )
i ), it thus holds thath(x ) ∈ I

(j )
i if and only if

h′(x ) ∈ I ′. Let now X
(j )
i =

∑
x ∈S wx · [h(x ) ∈ I

(j )
i ], µ

(j )
i = E

[
X
(j )
i

]
,

and σ 2

1
= Var

[
X
(j )
i

]
≤ σ 2

. As |I ′ | ≤ 2
di ≤ (2d1+· · ·+di )1/4, we can

apply Theorem 4 to conclude that for t ′ > 0 and γ ′ = O (1),

Pr[|X
(j )
i − µ

(j )
i | ≥ t ′] ≤C exp(−Ω(σ 2

1
C (t ′/σ 2

1
))) + 1/uγ

′

≤C exp(−Ω(σ 2C (t ′/σ 2))) + 1/uγ
′

. (7)

Now applying (6) and (7) with t ′ = t/(2ℓ−1) and γ ′ = γ +
log(2ℓ)
logu =

O (1), it follows that

Pr[|X − µ | ≥ t] ≤ Pr[|X1 − µ1 | ≥ t ′] +
ℓ∑
i=2

2∑
j=1

Pr[|X
(j )
i − µ

(j )
i | ≥ t ′]

≤2Cℓ exp(−Ω(σ 2C (t ′/σ 2))) + 2ℓ/uγ
′

=O (exp(−Ω(σ 2 C (t/σ 2)))) + 1/uγ ,

as desired. □
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